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PLOTTING THE
"MASCULINE"
AND
"FEMININE"
HERO
Joseph Andrews and David Simple
Joseph F. Bartolomeo

ike her brother's more famous novel Joseph Andrews
(1742), Sarah Fielding's David Sfw/i/e—published two
years later—portrays the literal and figurative journey
of a good-natured, naive young man who is victimized by more
sophisticated and unscrupulous characters, but who finds marriage and
security at the journey's end.^ The ponraits differ strikingly, however,
in regard to the succession of gendered roles that each protagonist
comes to play. In a revision of the conventional view of Henry
Fielding's heroes and ethos as overwhelmingly masculine, Jill Campbell
has recently argued that Fielding "continually implicates Joseph in
feminine roles," and that Joseph's "ambiguous gender identity" has the
double-edged effect of "sometimes drawing him into ridiculous

' In Sarah Fielding ^ew Yoik: Twayne Publishers, 1996), the first hook-lei^th study of the
author, Linda Bree has identified Joseph as "perhaps David's nearest fictional equivalent" (33).
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positions, sometimes advancing him as a new kind of hero."^ Often
sophisticated, Campbell's reading nonetheless exa^erates the extent to
which and duration for which Joseph's masculine identity remains
problematic. A comparison with David Simple will demonstrate how
much further and more insistently Sarah Fielding moves her new kind
of hero in the direction of the feminine, and how, by so doing, she
more openly interrogates the nature of his heroism.
In fact, the two characters follow almost exactly opposite
trajectories as gendered subjects. Joseph Andrews, who initially
occupies the conventionally feminine position of the chaste and poor
object of aristocratic sedurtion, gradually assumes more "masculine"
attributes through courtship, social interaction, and the discovery of his
parentage and the social and economic status it confers. David Simple,
on the other hand, begins with economic security and the detachment
that it allows, but quickly and consistently demonstrates the empathy,
charity, and emotional indulgence of the feminized hero of the novel
of sensibility—of which genre this text represents an early influential
example.' By the time Sarah Fielding published her narrative continua
tion of the novel. Volume the Last (1753),' she had become a friend and
protegee of Samuel Richardson, and in the sequel a suddenly povertystricken David becomes the helpless victim of individual malice and
social indifference—a role which, most notably through the powerful
example of Clarissa, had come to be associated with female heroism.
While both Joseph Andrews and David Simple explore the complex
interplay of gender, sexuality, class, and power, they reach dramatically
different conclusions, which reflect the divergent social expectations,
literary experiences, and ideological perspectives of the brother and
sister novelists.
The ludicrous role reversal with which Joseph Andrews opens has
the effea, as Michael McKeon has observed, of divorcing sexuality and
morality from economic considerations, and thereby rupturing the

' Jill Campbell, Natural Masques: Gender and Identity in Fielding's Plays and Novels (Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1995), 119,125.
' See GerardA. Barker, "David Simple: The Novel of Sensibility in Embryo," Modem Language
Notes 12 (1982): 69-80; Janet Todd, Sensibility: An Introduction (New York: Methuen, 1986),
89-106; Jane Spencer, The Riseof the Woman Novelist: From Aphra Behn to Jane Austen (Oxford:
Basil Blackwell, 1986), 92-94; Bree, Sarah Fielding, 33-35.
* In 1747, Sarab Fielding published an epistolary sequel. Familiar Letters between the Principal
Characters in David Simple, which bears little connection to the original novel.
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progressive nexus between gender and class established by Richardson
in Pamela} Yet in one important respect gendered behavior and class
remain connected: like his biblical predecessor, Joseph is a servant, and
thus is involved in one of the few relationships in which a woman
could exercise power over a man. As Campbell has noted, Joseph's
inferior social status results in "separating the part of masculinity from
the position of social and economic power. Given the instability of
his position, Joseph quite appropriately exhibits "feminine" characteris
tics, from obsession with his hair—which "was cut after the newest
Fashion" and which he "went abroad with... all the Morning in Papers,
and drest...out in the Afternoon"^—to his pious "Ejaculation on the
numberless Calamities which attended Beauty, and the Misfortune it
was to be handsomer than one's Neighbours" (46). The instability is
even inscribed on Joseph's body, which combines strong limbs and
"broad and brawny" shoulders with "wanton Ringlets" of hair, eyes "as
full of Sweetness as of Fire," and a countenance that "had a Tenderness
joined with a Sensibility inexpressible" (38). This description undoubt
edly "combines the feminine with the masculine,"^ but serves less as a
marker of Joseph's essential identity than as a starting point from
which a more decidedly masculine identity will eventually emerge. The
same is true of Joseph's "feminine" regard for his virtue: in Angela J.
Smallwood's words, "as the novel progresses,Joseph's high virtuousness
takes on a greater respectability and a sense of true manliness, mainly
as a result of contrasts with other characters [like Mr. Booby and Beau
Didapper] who exhibit as it were an inferior version of effeminacy."'
After the opening scenes, moreover, Joseph may retain his "sensibility
inexpressible," but seldom expresses his sensibility—at least in
words—^so extravagantly again. His increasing self-control, and
subordination of the passions to reason, mark his progress toward what
eighteenth-century readers would have regarded as a mature masculine
role. Joseph begins this process of immasculation not only by leaving

' Michael McKeon, The Origins of the English Novel, 1600-1740 ^altinioie: Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1987), 398-403.
' CampheH, Natural Masques, (>S.
' Henry Viell^sjg, Joseph Andrews, ed. Martin C. Battestin (^ddletown: Wesleyan University
Press, 1967), 27. Further references to this work appear parenthetically in the text.
' Campbell, Natural Masques,77.
' Angela J. SmaUwood, Fielding and the Woman Question: The Novels of Henry Fielding and
Feminist Debate, 1700-1750 (New York: St.Martin's Press, 1989), 118.
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London, which critics have regarded as the source of genteel and
effeminate affectations,'" but also by being dismissed from Lady
Booby's service. Although he faces uncertain social and economic
prospects, Joseph has already taken a decisive step away from a
confused and constrictive gender role.
David Simple begins with a series of reversals which establish the
hero first as the detached observer so essential to satire, and then as the
sentimental man of feeling—roles he will continue to play simulta
neously throughout the first part of the novel. Deprived of his
inheritance by his brother's treachery, David, like Joseph, is turned out
of his house, virtually helpless and penniless—but only for a few pages.
A servant's remorse, an uncle's intervention, and his brother's fear of
prison combine to restore David's fortune, and he resolves "to live an
easy Life, without entering into any more Engagements of either
Friendship or Love; but to spend his time in reading and calm Amuse
ments, not flattering himself with any great Pleasures, and conse
quently, not being liable to any great Disappointments."" His uncle's
sudden death, however, leads him to dismiss this plan in favor of "the
oddest, most unaccountable Resolution that ever was heard of, viz. To
travel through the whole World, rather than not meet with a real
Friend" (27). The latter scheme may seem more noble, but it proceeds
from a degree of detachment and self-absorption that comes only with
economic security. David's immediate decision to limit his journey to
London derives not only from the insight "that Mankind in their
Natures are much the same every where" (27), but also from the
practical desire to avoid learning foreign languages, and "not to spend
a Farthing more than was necessary," so that he could "keep all his
Money to share with his Friend, if he should be so fortunate to find any
Man worthy to be called by that Name" (27). This "adventure," as
David conceives of it, involves little risk.
David's first encounter with a woman—Miss Johnson, with whom
he falls in love at first sight and by whom he is jilted for a wealthier
suitor—allows him to show, after a brief period of angry raving, the
" See Sheldon Sacks, Fiction and the Shape of Belief: A Study of Henry Fielding, with Glances at
Swifi,Johnson, and Richardson (Berkeleyand Los Alleles: University of California Press, 1964),
84; TreadweH Ruml II, "Joseph Andrews as Exemplary Gentleman," Studies in EighteenthCentury Culture 22 (1992): 201.
" Sarah Fieldii]^, The Adventures of David Simple, ed. Malcolm Kelsall ^ondon: Oxford
University Press, 1969), 25. Further referencesto this work appear parenthetically in the text.
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"Difference between him, and the generality of Men in the same Case"
(39), by deciding to wish her well. But it also strengthens his earlier
resolutions, and for most of the first volume, David observes folly, vice,
and hypocrisy from a safe distance. Emotional distance proves difficult
for David to maintain, however, as stories or scenes of misery evoke the
"Tenderness" that "was always predominant in his Mind" (39). Upon
hearing the story of a young man who seduces, impregnates, and
abandons his benefactor's daughter, ultimately leading to the death of
both father and daughter, David is unable "to stifle his Sighs and Tears,
at the Idea of such a Scene; for he did not think it beneath a Man to cry
from Tenderness, tho' he would have thought it much too effeminate
to be moved to Tears by any Accident that concerned himself only"
(63). The passage captures cultural anxiety, felt as early as the 1740s,
about sensibility being emasculating as well as ennobling," but the
distinction that Fielding draws here loses its force as the novel
progresses, and as misfortune strikes closer to home for David. In this
early part of the novel, David can luxuriate in benevolent feeling
without risking more than a financial contribution to comfort the
afflicted, a gesture that will not affect his own comfort. David can thus
combine "feminine" emotional investment with "masculine" social
control. As K. G. Hall has recently observed, this novel, which
concludes with the conservative admonition that every person should
"perform the Part allotted him by Nature, or his Station in Life, with a
sincere Regard to the Interest and Pleasure of the whole" (304), does not
question the structural causes of personal suffering." Nor does its hero
take any bold, assertive action against them.
Joseph Andrews, once he is dismissed from service and leaves
London, not only acts but interacts, and with no one more than Parson
Adams, who is instrumental in Joseph's transition to masculine
maturity. Adams's naivete often looks more ridiculous than Joseph's
alternately coquettish and prudish behavior and attitudes in London,
and, as many critics have noted, it provides Joseph with opportunities

" For the debate about effeminacy, seeG. J. Barker-Benfield, The Ctdture of Sensibility: Sex and
Society in Ei/fteenth-Century Britain (Chicago and London:University of Chic^oPress, 1992),
104-53.
" K. G.Hall, The Exalted Heroine and the Triumph of Order: Class, Women, and Religion inthe
English Novel, 1740-1SCO (Lanbam: Barnes and Noble, 1993), 57-60.
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to exert control over his "mentor" through argument and actiond^ He
debates Adams on something as simple as the order in which they
should ride and something as complex as the relative superiority of
public and private education, sees through a hypocrite whom
Adams—in what the chapter heading describes as "a much greater
Instance of the honest Simplicity of his Heart than of his Experience in the
Ways of this World" (171)—believes to be generous, restrains Adams
from impulsive if well-intentioned violence at the home of the Wilsons,
and delivers sound refleaions on the primary Christian virtue of
charity and the lack of it among the great. It is appropriate that Adams
never responds to or even hears these final remarks, as he is "fast asleep"
(235) at the time: by then Joseph has largely taken over his role as
spokesman for the implied author's practical morality. As Dick Taylor
observed almost forty years ago, Joseph's leading a befuddled and
unusually compliant Adams out of Fanny's bedroom after the "NightAdventures" (330) at Lady Booby's house provides the ultimate symbol
of Joseph's maturity and control.^^ The sexual dimensions of the
chapter, however couched in the ridiculous, also help to establish
Joseph's manhood. Smallwood aptly contrasts both Didapper's
unchaste effeminacy and Slipslop's wielding of "the merely physical
index of masculinity"—which find their clearest expression in the
hilarious physical encounter of the two characters with each other and
with Adams—with Joseph's adoption of the "womanly trait" of chastity
"purely on a moral level," by which he "enhances his humanity.""
In David Simple, no male character redirects the reader's initial
perception of David; in fact, he resembles Adams more than Joseph in
both his idealism and his gullibility.^^ It is striking that just as Adams
needs to ask for the definition of the word "Coquette" (209) and is
astonished at Joseph's explanation of the London practice of "denying"
(176)—by which a servant informs an unwelcome guest that his.master
is not home—David has to have the expressions "Toad-eater" (113) and

" See Dick Taylor, Jr., "Josepk as Hero of Joseph Andrews," Tulane Studies in English 7 (1957):
91-109; Homer Goldberg, The Art of"Joseph Andrews" (Chicago: University of Cbicago Press,
1969), 96; J. Paul Hrmter, Occasional Form: Henry Fielding and the Chains of CircumstarKe
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975), 107.
Taylor, "Joseph as Hero," 108.
" SstaShfrooA, Fielding and the Woman Cptestion, 120-21.
" Bree, Sarah Fidding, 32, relatesthe naive David not only to Adams, but to Don Quixote and
Heartfree—from Henry Fielding'sJonathan Wild (1743)—as well.
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"making a Butt of any one" (106) explained to him. In the first volume
of the novel, David is made the butt of such charaaers as Orgueil,
Spatter, and Varnish. The sequence of "characters" that the three
provide for David's apparent benefit emphasize his credulity and
vulnerability. After David comes to trust in Orgueil's revelations
about and interpretations of those they meet, Orgueil himself is
unmasked as a hypocrite, who "goes just as far in serving others, as will
give him new Opportunities of flattering himself (72), by Spatter, who
is in turn characterized by Varnish as someone capable of "doing the
best-natured Artions in the World, and, at the same time, abusing the
very Person he was serving" (97). Only after repeated disillusionment
is David able to recognize for himself the weakness of one of his guides,
as he observes that "notwithstanding the Appearance of Good-nature
which shewed itself in Varnish, yet, in reality, he was not at all affected
with others Sufferings" (124). Gerard A. Barker has identified David as
an early example of the naive man of feeling, whose "goodness of heart
dramatically underlines the malevolence of those who abuse him, even
though his own qualities make him more vulnerable to deception.""
Wolfgang Iser has ascribed a similar function to Adams, maintaining
that the reader sees the more corrupt and sophisticated world through
his eyes, and sees him through the world's." To be sure, there is
nothing essentially feminine about naivete, and nothing at all feminine
about Adams. As we shall see, however, David's simplicity is associated
and combined not only with sensibility, but with extreme passivity—a
quality ascribed to and expected of women. In the comic resolutions
to Joseph Andrews and the original version of David Simple, naivete has
no serious consequences, but both Adams and David have to depend
upon companions who possess both good nature and worldly sagacity.
The only character who combines solicitude for David and the
wit, intelligence, and tact that one normally expects in a mentor or
guide is, significantly, a woman. Cynthia resembles her creator both
in her "great Desire of attaining Knowledge" (101) and in her poverty
and dependency.^" Unlike Sarah Fielding, however, Cynthia has a

" Barker, "Sensibility in Embryo," 69.
'• Wolfgang Iser, The Implied Reader: Patterns of Communication in Prose Fiction from Bunyan
to Beckett (Baltimore; JoLns Hopkins University Press, 1974), 41.
Accoixling to Spencer, Cynthia "seems to speak from her author's experience of piejtidtce
against women of learning" (pise of Woman Novelist, 93).
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family that denies her books, and a father who disinherits her for her
refusal to become an "upper Servant" (109) to a wealthy suitor, which
she explains by calling it "Prostitution, for a Woman who has Sense, and
has been tolerably educated, to marry a down and a Fool" (109).
Cynthia's misfortunes do not blunt her ability to make clever,
informed, and refreshingly impersonal observations about everything
from the socially beneficial aspects of luxury to the "common Cause of
most Evils, i.e., Envy" (192). In both style and sentiment, she resembles
no less a moralist than Samuel Johnson in her comment that "most of
the Things we see People so eager in the pursuit of, have no other
Good in them, but what consists chiefly in Fancy" (252). When a
surprise proposal of marriage throws David and his companions into
confusion, Cynthia, we are told, "knew too much of the World, and
was too well bred, to intermeddle officiously in so delicate an Affair"
(282). Finally, she selflessly and prudently refuses to marry without a
dowry until she is satisfied that she will not burden her future husband.
Most modern readers would undoubtedly prefer Cynthia's thinking to
David's feeling, and therefore would find it appropriate, if a bit
disappointing, when David's romantic interest in Cynthia proves short
lived.^' Fielding reverses the conventional gender roles but does not go
so far as to unite Cynthia's clever head with David's feeling heart.
Cynthia has the same secret motive for resisting David's honorable
"designs" as Joseph Andrews has for resisting Lady Booby's dishonor
able ones: attraction to someone else. David, for his part, transfers his
affections to a virtuous, submissive, and dull woman, whose more
extravagant distresses "more nearly touched his Heart" (133).
Reading David's love story in the context of Joseph's throws the
former into sharper relief. Homer Goldberg has correctly character
ized the disclosure of Joseph's relationship with Fanny—who loves him
"with inexpressible Violence, though with the purest and most delicate
Passion" (144)—as the most overt manipulation in the novel.^^ It
translates Joseph's "feminine" response to Lady Booby into behavior
more appropriate to the new kind of masculinity that he represents.

In Feminism in Eighteenth-Century En^nd (UiLana: University of Illinois Press, 1982),
Katkarine M. Rogers regrets tkat Fieldii^ chose not to focus on Cynthia, *the intellectual
"WOman whomshe couldhave understood from the inside," but on aman **who comes across as
flat and unrealistic and whose experience is thin" (113).
" GoidEej:g,Artof "JosephAndrews,^
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Campbell reach the reunion scene between the two as a turning point,
after which Tielding is increasingly straightforward and firm about
Joseph's physical strength and self-possession."^^ Fanny's turning pale
and fainting upon recognizing her lover's voice, along with Joseph's
subsequent "clasping her in his Arms" (154) and imprinting "number
less Kisses on her Lips, without considering who were present," prompt
the narrator to advise "Prudes" who "are offended at the Lusciousness
of this Picture" to "take their Eyes off from it" (155)—thereby guaran
teeing that most readers will pay all the more attention. Numerous
critics have observed that the physical description of Fanny that
immediately precedes the reunion scene is uncannily similar to that of
Joseph, including its mention of a "Sensibility" that "appeared almost
incredible" (153).^'* However, for Joseph's brawn Fielding substitutes
Fanny's robust plumpness, and contrasts her to "those slender young
Women, who seem rather intended to hang up in the Hall of an
Anatomist, than for any other Purpose" (152). Some of her features—a
"too pouting" (152) lip, arms tanned by labor—would be undervalued
in the London milieu but contribute unmistakably to the frank
physical attraction that the essentially rustic Joseph feels for her—and
that she reciprocates.^ The narrator regularly emphasizes the couple's
mutual longing for privacy and the "dalliance" that it allows: in one
early but telling instance, we learn that "Fanny, not suspicious of being
overseen by Adams, gave a loose to her Passion, which she had never
done before; and reclining her Head on his Bosom, threw her Arm
carelessly round him, and suffered him to lay his Cheek close to hers.
All this infused such Happiness into Joseph, that he would not have
changed his Turf for the finest Down in the finest Palace in the
Universe" (192).
Given this intensity of physical attraction, it is hardly surprising
that the temporary loss of Fanny prompts one of Joseph's few displays

Campbell, Natural Masques^ 87.
See Jean H. Hagstrum, Sex and Sensilnlity: Ideal and Erotic Love from Milton to Mozart
(Cbicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980), 179; Douglas Brooks-Davies,"The Mythology of
Love: Venerean (and Relate^ Iconography in Pope, Fielding, Cleland, andSteme," in Sexuality
in Eighteenth-Century Britain,ed. Paul-GabrielBouce (Manchester:ManchesterUniversity Press;
Totowa: Barnes and Noble, 1982), 181; Campbell, Natural Masques, 79.
^ For discussion of Joseph and Fanny as rustics, see Neil Rhodes, "The Innocence of Joseph
A ndrewsJ*m.Henry Fielding:Justice Observed, ed. K. G. Simpson (London: Vision Press; Totowa,
NJ: Barnes and Noble, 1985), 108-109.
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of apparent sentimental excess: after she is kidnapped, "his Eyes
overflowed with Tears, which would have become any but a Hero"
(264). Yet even Campbell, who emphasizes continued ambiguity in
Joseph's gender identity, admits that "the narrator's criticism...might
fall either against Joseph or against the idea of a hero."^^ The kidnap
ping and Fanny's other travails in fact provide Joseph with the
opportunity to assume the hero's "masculine" role of protector, as he
defends her against the "roasting" squire and Beau Didapper, who pose
threats to her virtue far more serious than those posed to Joseph's by
Lady Booby or Mrs. Slipslop. The narrator underscores Joseph's
transformation in an often-cited aside to young women:
Learn hence, my fair Countrywomen, to consider your own
Weakness, and the many Occasions on which the strength of
a Man may be useful to you; and duly weighing this, take
care, that you match not yourselves with the spindle-shanked
Beaus and Petit Maitres of the Age, who instead of being able
like Joseph Andrews, to carry you in lusty Arms through the
rugged ways and downhill Steeps of Life, will rather want to
support their feeble Limbs with your Strength and Assis
tance. (194)
Joseph's assets, like Fanny's, are celebrated through contrast, but here
with an emphasis on physical strength as tantamount to manliness.
The weakness that Fanny shares with the women whom the narrator
addresses thus serves as "a necessary prop and adjunct of Joseph's
prestige."^^
The flurry of revelations that first prohibits and then facilitates the
marriage of Joseph and Fanny furnishes the final touches to Joseph's
masculine identity. The comically exploded threat of incest momen
tarily compels the lovers to vow "a perpetual Celibacy, and to live
together all their Days, and indulge a Platonick Friendship for each
other" (335). But ultimately, it proves the mechanism by which

Campbell, Natural Masques^ 114. For Dianne Osland, feeling grief is a necessary part of
Joseph's manliness. See "TiedBack to Back: The Discourse between tke Poetand the Player and
the Exhortations oiVzrsoii.K6aiiDs'mJoseph Andrews^ Journal of NarrativeTechnique 12 (1982):
193-4.
^ SmiXi'VfooAy Fielding and the Woman Questiony 124.
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Joseph's and Fanny's parentage can be revealed. As Brian Mc Crea has
noted, "once Fielding straightens out his characters' identities, thenranks and natures roughly correspond."^' Significantly, Joseph's rank,
which had momentarily been level with Faimy's, ends up superior to
hers. Pamela's earlier snobbery about her brother's marrying a lowerborn woman is amusing, especially since the woman turns out to be her
sister, and echoes Pamela's own hypergamy. A more sympathetic
character, Joseph's biological father, Mr. Wilson, reinforces the social
distinrtion between the two lovers by saying that if Fanny "was so
good a Creature as she appeared, and he Qoseph] described her, he
thought the Disadvantages of Birth and Fortune might be compen
sated" (340). In a fundamentally conservative novel that endorses social
and gender hierarchy, Joseph, who cannot, the text assures us, be
elevated through a relationship or even a marriage with Lady Booby,
elevates Fanny as only a man can do. A character who begins as a
servant pursued by his mistress ends as a husband, and, in many senses,
a master.
Socially and economically, David Simple is superior to the woman
he rescues, loves, and marries, but his emotions and aaions, or lack of
action, cast him not only as her equal but as her double. Instead of a
passionate courtship, David's relationship with Camilla is characterized
by mutual reticence and discomfort. A proper woman—and Camilla
is nothing but—was expected to wait for a suitor's proposal before
declaring her feelings." More surprisingly, David, who had no trouble
proposing to the more forward and less worthy Miss Johnson, exhibits
the same reserve as Camilla does. The courtship is thus condemned, for
a long time, to a state of limbo, which appears unnecessary and
ridiculous to the reader, who learns about David's submerged affection
sooner than his would-be lover: the narrator records David's sighing,
almost fainting, and going into "Raptures" (156,170) over Camilla, and
his melting "into Tenderness at the sight of her Tears" (173). The
pattern continues practically to the end of the original novel, with
David prevented from speaking to Camilla by "the great Awe with
which he was seized whenever he approached her" (276), and Camilla

" Brian McCrea, "Rewriting Pamela-, Social Change and Religious Faith m.Joseph Andrews J
Studies in the Novel 16 (1984): 141.
See Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novd: Studies in Defoe, Richardson and Fielding (Berkeley:
University of California Press,1957), 167; Rogers, Feminismin Eighteenth-Century England^ 11.
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reluctant to assuage what she correctly perceives to be David's jealousy
at another suitor's advances since "he had never seriously declared more
than a great Friendship for her" (280). When David finally does
disclose his love, the scene is not portrayed dramatically but summa
rized, as the narrator proves herself David's equal in decorum: "I shall
not dwell minutely on this Part of my Hero's Life, as I have too much
Regard for my Readers to make them third Persons to Lovers" (295).
Janet Todd has equated Fielding's "reluctance to articulate deep feeling"
with an "insistence on its sacredness as unlogical or pre-linguistic,"^° but
I view it more simply as a desire (or neec^ to project the same
"womanly" reticence as David does. To give the reader "an adequate
Idea of David's Raptures" (295) at Camilla's acceptance of his proposal,
the narrator compares him to an ambitious man who has supplanted his
enemy, a lawyer who has won his first case, and a new officer mounting
his first guard, but the first and by far the most extended comparison
is to a "Pretty Miss" (295) who enjoys her parents' compliments,
admiring stares at a ball, and her rival's loss of reputation. Consciously
or not. Fielding has privileged a female analogue for David's "feminine"
behavior.
Even David's marriage is presented in a way that deemphasizes the
physical, the intimate, and the hierarchical. The original novel ends
with two weddings, as Camilla's brother Valentine and Cyn
thia—whose attraction to Valentine caused her to reject David's
advances—also marry. Once again, the narrator withholds detailed
description and offers a justification for doing so:
Perhaps it may be here expected I should give some Descrip
tion of the Persons of my favourite Characters; but as the
Writers of Novels and Romances have already exhausted all
the Beauties of Nature to adorn their Heroes and Heroines,
I shall leave it to my Readers [sic\ Imagination to form them
just as they like best: It is their Minds I have taken most pains
to bring them acquainted with, and from that Acquaintance
it will be easy to judge what Scheme of Life was followed by
this whole Company. (303)

" Janet Todd, The 5>gn of Angdlica: Women, Writing, and Fiction, 1660-1800 (New Yoik:
Columbia University Press, 1989), 168.
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The emphasis of mind over body contrasts sharply with Henry
Fielding's description of Joseph's and Fanny's febrile anticipation of
their wedding night; at their wedding banquet, they "pampered their
Imaginations with the much more exquisite Repast which the Ap
proach of Night promised them; the Thoughts of which filled both
their Minds, tho' with different Sensations; the one all Desire, while the
other had her Wishes tempered with Fears" (343). Sarah Fielding
conspicuously diminishes David's expression of sexual desire and his
familial prerogatives—both of which underscore Joseph's masculin
ity—in favor of a communitarian ethos captured in the phrase "this
whole Company." As the ending of the original novel and the opening
of Volume the Last make clear, the two couples, along with Camilla and
Valentine's father, form a community of like-minded characters. David
even insists "that what Fortune was amongst them might be shared in
common" (302). The communal bond clearly overshadows the
matrimonial bond: in the sequel, David initially proclaims Valentine,
Cynthia, and Camilla together as the fulfillment of his search for a
friend. Only after a hundred pages and what seems like a hundred
disasters does David acknowledge Camilla alone as "the Friend he had
long vainly sought, and at last with Difficulty obtained" (420).
The manifold calamities visited upon David in the sequel are a
consequence of the enfeebling combination of simplicity and passivity
in his character. Mr. Ratcliff dupes David into naming his first-born
son after him with a promise, repeatedly deferred and ultimately
disavowed, to provide for the boy's education and career, and he
exploits David's "Timidity of Mind" (323) to persuade him, against his
better judgment, to persist in a lawsuit that eventually drives him into
debt. Similarly, Mr. and Mrs. Orgueil, who pose as friends, repeatedly
put their selfish desires ahead of the fortunes and even the lives of
David's extended family. In a relatively rare and significant digression,
the narrator describes the dilemma of a simple man: if he is imposed
upon, he is ridiculed as silly, but if experience teaches him to "avoid
those Evils to which his Inexperience rendered him liable" (324), he is
derided as cunning. Those "very Persons, who had before laughed at
his Folly, can now clearly enough distinguish the Meaning of the Word
Simplicity, to blame him for his Want of it; without considering the
essential Difference there is between the proper Caution built on
Experience, and that unjust Suspicion of all Mankind, which often, if
not always, arises from the Knowledge of harbouring in our Bosoms a
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false and malignant Heart" (324). The problem, which this digression
does not explain and in fact emphasizes, is that it takes the reduction to
utmost poverty and the deaths of several of his children for David to
recognize that "some Caution in his Dealings with his Fellow Creatures
was absolutely necessary" (39^. Before and even after this point, a
paralyzed David takes no meaningful action against his enemies. In his
deathbed speech, he claims that the suffering of his family "frightened
[him] into the bearing" these "insolent Persecutions" (431), but a more
assertive posture might have led to better—and certainly no worse—re
sults. In many respects, David's conduct accords with what Ellen
Pollak has termed the "mythology of passive womanhood."^' Conduct
literature, from Halifax to Mary Astell, recommended abnegation and
acceptance to women, who were presumed to be spiritually equal or
superior but intellectually inferior to men.^^ By behaving the way a
woman is supposed to, David compounds the misery that his credulity
inadvertently provokes.
In Volume the Last, David thus loses the money and the independ
ence that previously conferred power and status upon him: he is
transformed from the benevolent observer and dispenser of charity to
a frequently spurned supplicant for a family that he can no longer
support. Although the narrator repeatedly acknowledges the superior
ity of David's understanding over Camilla's by demonstrating how "her
Mind yielded to the Strength of his Reasoning" (362), in socioeconomic
terms, David has become his wife's equal. Only on his deathbed does
David appear to recognize—as Barker and Todd have noted"—how his
inordinate sensibility and devotion to his family have led to misfortune
and powerlessness:
I found, even in my Days of Happiness, that, in obtaining my
Wishes, I had multiplied my Cares; for, in the Persons of my
Friends, I felt, at once, several Head-achs [sic], and every
other Infirmity of Body, and Affliction of Mind, to which
human Nature is incident: Yet, as I felt, too, all their Plea
sures, whilst they were checquered, I was well pleased; but

" Ellen Pollak, The Poetics of Sexual Myth: Gender and Ideology in the Verse of Staift and Pope
(Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1985), 76.
" Pollak, Poetics of Sexual Myth, 42-9.
" Barker, "Sensibility in Embryo," 78; Todd, Sensibility,103.
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when Poverty broke in upon us, I found, that to bear the
Poverty of many, was almost insupportable....! found my
Mind in such Chains as are much worse than any Slavery of
the Body. (431)
Unlike the announcement of Fanny's pregnancy, which concludes
Joseph Andrews with suggestions of fecundity and felicity, David's death
follows the deaths of his wife and four of his five children. His only
surviving child, a daughter, comes under the care of the widowed
Cynthia. Todd has argued that Cynthia's "duty and passivity" are
rewarded by the "symbolic emasculation of the patriarch, his transfor
mation into a weeping man of feeling."'* While I would not go this far,
I strongly concur with Linda Bree's view that "Fielding makes oblique
comment, through the effects of David's 'feminized' qualities, about the
powerlessness of femininity.""
To account for these widely divergent portrayals of manhood, an
earlier generation of critics—had they bothered to take David Simple
seriously—would probably have stressed psychosexual differences
between the authors, that is, Henry Fielding's sexual experience and
fulfilling marriages as opposed to Sarah Fielding's feminine reserve and
spinsterhood. While there is undoubtedly some truth to this distinc
tion, social and cultural factors, especially the gendered expectations of
the literary marketplace, offer a more significant explanation. In the
early 1740s, a male author, especially one experimenting in a new genre
and having a legal career to fall back on, could attack the phenomenally
popular Pamela and promote a "masculine" alternative with relatively
little risk. In Smallwood's shrewd assessment, Joseph Andrews is "by far
the most masculine of Fielding's novels in emphasis" and "the least
positive of all in its presentation of its female characters."" Sarah
Fielding would eventually develop her classical scholarship to such an
extent that she could publish a translation of Xenophon,'' but initially
she could support herself only by writing fiction, as her diffident
Todd, Sensibility, 106.
" Bree, Sarah Fielding, 36.
" Smallwood, Fielding and the Woman Question, 124.
" She published the translation o{ ^enophon's Memoirs of Socrates ia1762. For her correspon
dence-with collaborator on this project,James Harris, see Tl^eCotre^ondenceo/f/ewryandSarah
Fidding, ed. Martin C. Battestin and Clive T. Probyn (Oxford: Clarendon Press; NY: Oxford
University Press, 1993).
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Advertisement to the first edition of David Simple attests: "PERHAPS
the best Excuse that can be made for a Woman's venturing to write at
ail, is that which really produced this Book: Distress in her Circum
stances: which she could not so well remove by any other Means in her
Power.The tone of abject humility conforms to the conditions
under which the critics tolerated fiction "by a lady"—which was the
only way the author, like countless other novelists of the period,
identified herself on the original title-page.
The nature of these expectations is amplified in Henry Fielding's
condescending preface to the second edition." After six paragraphs
devoted to denying his authorship of the novel, he claims that the
"strongest Reason" for his writing the preface is "to do Justice to the real
and sole Author of this little Book; who, notwithstanding the many excellent
Observations dispersed through it, and the deep Knowledge of Human
Nature it discovers, is a young Woman" (5). He then regrets that absence
prevented him from correcting "some Grammatical and other Errors in
Style" (5) in the first edition, but argues that "the Imperfections of this
little Book" arise "notfrom Want of Genius, but of Learning" (6). Perhaps
most tellingly, he praises the "Sentiments" for being "in general
extremely delicate" (7). Meeting the demands for modesty and delicacy
was essential even when Sarah Fielding—possibly desiring to portray
and critique a broader range of social experience—departed from
common practice and centered her text around a male protagonist.
Within this limited and limiting context. Fielding sends a
profoundly mixed message about her feminized hero. In the original
novel, she often seems to be valorizing "feminine" virtues by having a
male character, who has choices, choose to exhibit them. Questionable
aspects of David's charaaer—his timidity, gullibility, ineffectuality—are
obscured by a comic ending that rewards his sentimental beneficence.
Volume the Last, however, refleas a far more disenchanted view. The
Sarat Fielding, "Advertisement to David Simphy quoted in Bree, Sarah Fieldingy 7. Bree
regards ttetext asa "curious mixof kumiliiyand confidence" (9);in my view, the former vastly
outwe^hs the latter.
For discussion of the preface, seeJerry C. Beasley, Novels of the 1740s (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 1982), 103; Rogers, Feminism in Eighteenth-Century England^ 24; Dale Spender,
Mothers of the Novel: 100 Good Women Writers before Jane Austen (London and New York:
Pandora Press, 1986), 184-85; John J. Richetti, "Voice and Gender in Eighteenth-Century
Fiction: Haywood to Bumey," Studies in the Novel 19 (1987): 263-64; Todd, Sign ofAngellicdy
162; MonaScheuermann, "Henry Fielding's Images of Women," The Age of Johnson 3 (1990):
266.
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preface—this time written by "a Female FRIEND of the AUTHOR"
(309), probably Jane Collier—defends the writing of a sequel through
an analogy with music: "The beautiful Novelty of a musical Passage
arises not from new simple Sounds, which it is impossible to make, but
from a melodious Variation on the same Notes" (310). In varying the
tone from comic to tragic. Fielding stresses the debilitating dimensions
of David's fpmininity*" She registers more obvious resentment at the
qualities that a heroine—and a woman novelist—must exhibit by
turning the tables and making the "simple" man in whom these
attributes are embodied the victim of a rapacious society and his own
sensibility.

III *^arah Fielding's Self-Destmcting Utopia: The Adventures of David Simple^ Carolyn
Woodwardperceptivety observesdiat Fielding 'spractice of centering"feminine virtues in a male
character servesto defamiliarize tbem, and we can see that innocence and passivity are, in fact,
weaknesses." See Living by thePen: Early British ll?bme«iVb*i^/w£f,ed.DaleSpender(NewYoik:
Teachers College Press, 1992), 74. Woodward tends to read the entire novel, however, as a
radical critique of patriarchal capitalism—a view that does not square with the tone and
resolution of the ordinal teict, or with its conservative moral.

